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Abstract—The access part of all cellular networks 

generation suffers from common issues related to dead spots 

(parts that are not covered by the network) and hot spots 

(parts where the number of users is huge compared to 

network resources). During the last eighteen years, lots of 

research proposals have tried to overcome cellular problems 

through MCN (multi-hop cellular networks) architectures 

which is a new paradigm allowing the extension of cellular 

access part via ad-hoc networks. In this paper, we propose a 

survey of different MCN architectures. We identify the key 

MCN classification factors, we compare the proposed 

architectures with advantages and drawbacks of each one, 

and then we discuss some open issues related to this subject. 

Index Terms—Ad-hoc, cellular, mobile, multi-hop 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cellular networks have known a huge evolution in the 
last eighteen years. From 2nd generation to 3rd and 4th 
generations then 5G in the few coming years, cellular 
networks constitute a mandatory communication 
technology nowadays. However, as all radio 
communications, the access part in all cellular networks 
suffers from multitude of issues that may impact the end 
user services. In fact, dead spots constitute a major 
drawback in such networks. In this kind of areas, received 
signal is very weak due to wave propagation obstacles 
like shadowing, interferences and multi-paths…). 
Cellular clients in such areas (lift, tunnel, edge of 
network…) cannot benefit from telecommunication 
services. Another drawback in cellular networks is hot 
spots. In such areas, the number of cellular clients is very 
huge in comparison to network resources. This 
phenomenon may impact client services especially data 
services that require big end to end throughput.  

To face this kind of issues, telecommunication 
operators have to deploy more infrastructures and ensure 
enough network resources that may provide good services 
to the end client. In fact, micro-cells and pico-cells can be 
deployed in areas suffering from weak signals and lack of 
cellular resources. However, the cost related to this 
purpose is very huge since it includes planning cost, 
energy cost, maintenance cost, frequency licenses cost, 
etc. 
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Multi-hop cellular networks (MCNs) may constitute an 

important alternative to overcome major cellular network 

drawbacks especially in access part. In fact, a mobile in 

bad coverage conditions may relay its data through one or 

more other mobiles to reach the base station. Hot spots 

can also relay their load to neighbor cells less congested 

through relaying devices. MCNs provide then potential 

solutions to extend cell coverage, enhance cell capacity 

and overcome dead spot and hot spot drawbacks with less 

infrastructure deployment and cost. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

section II we will present the general MCN concept and 

architecture and will discuss MCN classification factors. 

Section III will be dedicated to describe and compare 

main proposed MCN architectures during last eighteen 

years. In section IV, we will address some research 

challenges related to MCN purpose. Section V concludes 

the paper. 

II. MCN ARCHITECTURE & CLASSIFICATION FACTORS 

MCN communication consists on the communication 

between a BS (base station) and a MT (mobile terminal) 

through one or more relays in order to enhance cellular 

performances especially those related to data end to end 

throughput [1]-[4]. This communication can be 

performed either in licensed frequency bands, in free 

frequency bands ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) 

or in hybrid bands. Relays in MCN architecture can be 

either mobile or fixed relays. The classification factors of 

MCN architectures will be detailed bellow. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the MT out of cellular coverage 

can use a set of MTs to transmit data to BS. MCN 

architecture can be shown as combination between 

cellular communication and MANET (Mobile Ad hoc 

Network) communication. The main purpose of MCN 

architecture is to enhance the access part of cellular 

network [5]. It allows mobiles in dead spot and/or hot 

spot areas to benefit from telecommunication services as 

in normal conditions [6], [7]. 

The general MCN architecture consists then in 

allowing MT to transmit its data to a BS through one or 

more relays. Nevertheless, there are specificities that 

make differences between proposed MCN architectures 

in the last eighteen years, we can cite especially used 

frequency bands for transmission, number of used 

interfaces in MCN communication, using of charging and 
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rewarding mechanisms, relay nature and routing strategy 

inside ad-hoc part [8]. In the following, we will present 

the main MCN architectures classification factors. 

 
Fig. 1. MCN architecture. 

Frequency bands: frequency bands are the main 

design factor in MCN classification. In fact, there are 3 

possible ways to communicate in MCN architecture. The 

first one is to use licensed frequencies in both relaying 

area and last hop link (link between the last MT and BS) 

[2], [9], [10]. In this case, channel assignment methods 

should take relaying part into consideration [11]-[14]. It 

is possible also to assign different frequency bands in 

relaying part and cellular part. The main issue with this 

possibility is the huge cost to own frequency licenses. 

The second way is to use free bands (ISM bands) in both 

cellular and relay parts. In this case, the BS can be 

considered as AP (access point) in WLAN (wireless local 

area network) [15]. The major issue with this architecture 

is the small range of the cell allowed by this kind of 

frequencies [16]. The third way is to combine licensed 

and free frequencies [17], [18]. In fact, the licensed bands 

can be used in cellular part and ISM bands in ad-hoc part. 

The major challenge with this architecture is to design a 

suitable routing protocol. 

Number of used interfaces: MT nowadays can make 

simultaneous communications using different radio 

interfaces (cellular, WLAN, Bluetooth…). In MCN 

architecture, we may find communication using single 

interface (cellular/WLAN) or two interfaces. 

Charging and rewarding mechanism: This factor is 

considered one of the most challenging factors in MCN 

architecture. It allows designing of a charging way to 

debit the client initiating the MCN communication. It also 

allows proposing rewarding mechanism for relaying MTs 

that contribute in MCN architecture [19]. 

Relay nature: MCN architecture may use either 

mobile [20], [21] or fixed relays [22], [23]. Mobile relays 

present complexities to manage mobility inside the 

architecture. Fixed ones require huge cost for deployment 

and maintenance. 

Routing strategy: As already mentioned, routing is 

one of the main design factor in MCN architecture 

especially when ISM bands are used. We can talk about 

distributed routing [24] in which MTs try to find the best 

routing path for MCN architecture or centralized routing 

[25], [18] in which the BS or/and another fixed entity 

handle the routes between MTs.  

III. DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF MAIN PROPOSED 

MCN ARCHITECTURES 

In this section, we will describe, compare and discuss 

the main MCN architectures proposed during the last 

eighteen years. The comparison will be performed 

following the main classification factors discussed in the 

previous section. 

A.  Main Proposed Architectures 

1) MCN[26] 

This study was among the first ones proposing MCN 

architecture in its largest context. It compares the end-to-

end throughput in the single cellular network (SCN) and 

MCN architecture. The SCN architecture concerns direct 

communication between a mobile and the base station. 

The authors in this work suggested as example of study 

the access method RTS/CTS (request to send/clear to 

send) of IEEE 802.11 for the 2 parts of the MCN network 

(mobile to mobile and mobile to base station). The 

mainly setting used in this study is the factor 1/k 

illustrating the coverage of the MCN network compared 

to SCN. This parameter determines how much we can 

reduce the coverage of a MCN cell compared to a SCN 

cell (e.g. assume a SCN cell range 100 m; if k = 4 the 

coverage of the MCN cell is fixed to 25 m). As shown in 

Fig. 2, the number of BS in MCN architecture is lower 

than SCN architecture. This number is defined according 

the factor k. 

The results of the study show that the end-to-end 

throughput in MCN networks is better than that of SCN 

networks. This rate is even better every time we decrease 

the coverage of MCN cells (increasing the value of the 

factor k).  

 
Fig. 2. MCN benefit comparing to SCN [26]. 

Discussion: As already stated, this proposal dealt with 

the MCN in a very large context, the authors were able to 

show the gain that MCN architecture can bring in 

particular regarding the end-to-end throughput. 

Nevertheless, the proposal ignores some important factors 

in the study, especially the mobility of relays. The 

proposal also assumes a very simplified MCN 

architecture using the same communication protocol in 

the two parts of the architecture (mobile to mobile and 

mobile to base station), which reduces its scope. 

2) iCAR [22] 

The authors proposed a new architecture for cellular 

networks to bypass congestion issues. The authors 
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introduced the concept of ARS (Ad hoc relay stations) 

nodes that are placed in specific locations of the cells to 

ensure the relay of mobile traffic. 

The proposed architecture allows both to find an 

alternative to a mobile on a congested cell (CI: 

congestion induced) and guarantee a kind of load sharing 

between different cells (NCI: no congestion induced) in a 

group of n-cells. As shown in Fig. 3, if a MS X does not 

find a cellular frequency channel in cell B to initiate a 

communication link with BS B, it will send the traffic to 

its nearest ARS (ARS 1 in the figure), using frequency 

bands other than the cellular band. The ARS 1 will relay 

the traffic to another ARS (ARS 2 in the figure) in the 

neighboring cell (cell A in the figure). Finally, ARS 2 

will forward the traffic to BS A using the cellular 

frequency channel. 

Through simulation results, the proposal shows that the 

call rejection probability decreases in iCAR networks 

when the number of ARS in the cell increases. A high 

number of ARS can also ensure the establishment of a 

large number of simultaneous calls. 

 
Fig. 3. Communication via ARS in iCAR architecture [22]. 

Discussion: The authors proposed an interesting 

architecture to overcome the congestion problem on 2G 

cells. Unlike MCN [26] proposal, relaying process is 

done using two different interfaces: R (ISM band) 

interface to communicate with the ARS and C interface 

(cellular band) to communicate directly with the BS if 

needed. The architecture is also based on fixed stations 

(ARS) controlled by the MSC (Mobile Switch Center), 

allowing better management of routing and a high degree 

of security of data exchanged between the mobile and the 

ARS. However, the architecture has some shortcomings, 

especially regarding the manner of establishing routes 

between concerned mobile and the various ARS and 

selection of the most optimal route. In addition, the 

introduction of ARS, as fixed nodes requiring a power 

supply, air-conditioning and maintenance tracking may 

present additional expense for the telecommunication 

operators. 

3) AGSM [27] 

Aggelou and Tafazolli proposed an architecture that 

combines GSM network and MANET (mobile Ad hoc 

network) in order to improve the quality of GSM service, 

especially the coverage in network dead spots (indoor, 

cell border ...). 

The authors proposed an A-GSM interface as new 

interface that ensures communication in MANET 

network. A-GSM is based on the same protocol stack of 

the GSM air interface with certain modifications to the 

media access control (MAC) layer. The proposal defines 

cases where a mobile would have to initiate a handover to 

another mode of communication. This process includes 

three stages: The first one is to obtain information about 

signal strength received from the BS and neighbor 

mobiles, the second stage is to initiate the handover 

according to the available measurements in the mobile 

using a specific algorithm, the third phase is to control the 

handover. As shown in Fig. 4, mobiles in dead spots and 

indoor areas can establish communication to BS trough 

mobiles in line of sight (LOS) with BS using A-GSM 

interface. 

 
Fig. 4. Communication scenario using AGSM [27]. 

Simulation results show that the call success rate in A-

GSM architecture can be improved up to 17% compared 

to GSM with equal number of nodes and equal number of 

dead spots. 

Discussion: The proposal presented architecture to 

decrease dropped calls in dead spots of GSM network. 

The process of the proposed handover allows GSM 

customers to maintain a satisfactory quality of service. 

However, the proposal limits the architecture on GSM 

only (voice processing services), unlike MCN and iCAR 

which propose generic architectures that can handle voice 

and data services. Also, the paper does not provide 

routing algorithm in ad hoc network. In fact, the 

architecture is limited to the exchange of signaling 

messages between mobile and its one hop neighbors only. 

Finally, the study neglects to mention security, taxation 

and power consumption aspects that are critical factors in 

MANET networks. 

4) CRS [28] 

Unlike the previous proposals, the authors of this 

proposal focused their study on an important issue in 

MCN networks: What would oblige a MT to relay data of 

another MT knowing that this operation will affect its 

autonomy in energy and its CPU? 

The paper answers this question by proposing a 

charging and rewarding mechanism in MCN architecture. 

Indeed, the client initiator of data packet will be debited 

and the relay client will be rewarded. The paper assumes, 

as shown in Fig. 5, the case of an exchange between a 

client A attached to a base station BSA and a client B 

attached to a base station BSB through the operator 

backbone. 
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Fig. 5. Session establishment in CRS [28]. 

The proposed protocol can deal with any routing 

protocol, and overcomes several fraud cases. It uses two 

cryptographic blocks: Message authentication code 

(MAC) and stream cipher. 

Discussion: This proposal is among the few ones 

treating the billing and rewarding issues in MCN 

architecture. Indeed, billing in this kind of architecture 

looks very delicate because the communication process is 

very complex. The paper proposed a protocol that can 

deal with the various cases of fraud that may arise. 

However, the authors did not specify the communication 

interfaces in different parts of the architecture (mobile-to-

mobile and mobile-to-BS) and how to integrate the 

proposed protocol in these interfaces. 

5) UCAN [29] 

In the same perspective as the previous proposals, 

authors in [29] proposed an architecture that unifies 

cellular and ad hoc networks in order to increase 

downlink throughput. The architecture uses two different 

interfaces: radio interface of 3G network and 802.11 

protocol between mobile relays. 

 
Fig. 6. UCAN architecture [29]. 

As shown in Fig. 6, data is transmitted to destination 

client through proxy client, which has the best downlink 

rate and communicates directly with the base station, then 

via a relay client using IEEE 802.11 interface.  

The authors proposed two types of protocols to 

identify the proxy client "greedy proxy discovery" and 

"on-demand proxy discovery". The first one consists in 

exchanging the average downlink throughput between 

mobiles in the same cell so that each mobile has 

information on the throughput of their neighbors. Then, a 

MT sends a RTREQ (request route message) to its 

neighbor which has the maximum throughput. This 

message is then forwarded to one of the neighbors having 

the better throughput, otherwise the MT initiates a proxy 

request to the base station which updates the proxy table. 

The second protocol ''on-demand proxy discovery'' 

consists of broadcasting RTREQ messages to build the 

proxy tables. 

Simulation results show that the two protocols have 

almost the same gain in throughput with a difference in 

network overload (“on-demand proxy discovery” is the 

best) and energy consumption (“greedy proxy discovery” 

is the best). The authors proposed also a secure 

mechanism to reward clients which participate in relaying 

process. A similar concept was discussed in [30]. 

Discussion: The authors proposed a complete study on 

the combination between cellular and ad hoc networks 

starting from the design of routing protocols until the 

suggestion of rewarding method for mobile relays. The 

use of two popular communication interfaces in the 

architecture (HDR and IEEE 802.11) is one of its 

strongest points. However, the authors focused decisions 

to choose proxy client on the throughput only, which may 

cause an overload at nodes that have a good downlink 

throughput. Furthermore, the authors did not consider 

proxy’s and relays’ energy autonomy in forwarding 

process. Indeed, even if a proxy client has a good 

downlink throughput, it should not accept relay requests 

if its energy level is low. Compared with other proposals 

that have addressed the same issue, authors in [29] 

propose the most complete study in terms of considered 

parameters and proposed solutions. 

6) PBR [31] 
This proposal presented an approach to consider the 

gain of mobile relays in MCN architecture compared to 

operator’s gain. 
The paper proposed a modification of DSR (dynamic 

source routing) protocol to use it in MCN architecture. 
The authors justified this choice by the low power 
consumption of DSR as it belongs to the family of 
reactive protocols (no exchange of messages to maintain 
routing tables). Indeed, the authors proposed a model that 
takes into consideration the gain of mobile relays 
compared to operator's gain. The parameter representing 
this gain is injected into DSR protocol route messages 
establishment. 

The paper defined R0 and C0 respectively as revenue 
and cost of BS (operator) and, Ri and Ci revenue and cost 
of mobile i. From the principle that the gains of operator 
and mobile relays must be positive (R0−C0> 0 and Ri−Ci> 
0), the proposal defined conditions on the maximum 
number of relays on a given path. This number will be 
transmitted in the route setup messages to the BS. 

Discussion: The authors presented an interesting 
approach in the implementation of an ad hoc routing 
protocol in hybrid networks while taking into 
consideration rewarding of mobile relays. The drawback 
with this architecture is the use of only one interface to 
reach the BS that can limit the whole range of the cell. 

7) JANUS [32] 

The proposal dealt with hybrid networks using two 

interfaces: one is cellular (3G) and the other is ad hoc 

(802.11). The authors proposed a routing algorithm in 

this kind of networks that considers security constraints 

and compared it to UCAN proposal [29]. 

The proposed protocol contains two parts: a proactive 

part that involves the creation of the routing tree. This 

step keeps a path that ensures maximum throughput for a 

given mobile through the exchange of periodic messages. 

The second part of the protocol is the reactive part which 

consists of reserving a given path when the client wants 

to download data from the BS (Path booking step). 
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Fig. 7. Routing model in JANUS architecture [32]. 

Fig. 7 shows different links in JANUS architecture. 

The thicker and plain lines represent cellular and ad hoc 

links respectively. The dashed line represents an 

inexistent link called a tunnel.  

The authors proposed by the end of the proposal 

comparative simulations between JANUS and UCAN 

[29], particularly in terms of the number of exchanged 

packets in cell and ad hoc parts. The authors pointed out 

the efficiency of JANUS method in terms of minimum 

number of packets exchanged in the cellular part. 

However, JANUS method becomes interesting in the ad 

hoc part only starting from a specific number of mobiles 

inside the network and a defined number of exchanged 

flows. 

Discussion: The paper proposed a secure routing 

protocol for MCN networks against the most known 

attacks in ad hoc networks. The Proposed protocol also 

allows a minimal overhead in terms of the number of 

exchanged messages in the network before data transfer 

operation to or from BS. Nevertheless, compared with 

UCAN [6], the paper did not provide a complete protocol 

that takes into account rewarding of mobile relays. The 

authors did not consider also energy consumption of 

mobile relays in the path construction, which can have a 

detrimental impact on these mobiles. 

8) MCN_Real time & best effort [33] 

The paper proposed an original idea of combining 

802.11 protocol with channel allocation method of 

cellular system. Indeed, the authors proposed the use of 

the 802.11 MAC layer for best-effort services (services 

that can tolerate packet loss) and cellular allocation 

channels for real-time services (e.g. voice services). The 

paper presented the BAAR protocol (base-assisted ad hoc 

routing) which is dedicated to establish routing path. The 

proposal focused on the important role of base station in 

this architecture. Indeed, control channels are continually 

exchanged between the BS and mobiles inside cell, these 

channels are used to transmit information related to 

routing path establishment (neighbors of each node) to 

the BS which keeps updated table with routing 

information. 

The authors concluded the proposal with a plurality of 

simulations that show the gain of the MCN architecture 

compared to SCN architecture. The authors also 

proceeded to compare the proposed architecture to other 

architectures of literature addressing the same issue like 

iCAR [22] and HWN [34]. 

Discussion: The use of cellular channels for real time 

services ensures better service quality through multi-hop 

relays. Another advantage of the proposed architecture is 

that the BS controls the setting sessions (calls or data), 

this allows better error handling. The comparison of the 

proposed method's performance with other methods in 

the literature is a strong point of the paper also. However, 

the authors failed to specify a reward method of relays 

involved in the MCN mobile architecture. It should also 

be noted that using cellular channels for real time services 

implies the need for more network resources in terms of 

channels, particularly in terms of bandwidth for each 

mobile relay. 

9) D2D [35] 

The authors in this proposal presented a collection of 

various papers of literature that treated the D2D 

communication paradigm in cellular networks. The D2D 

communication is direct communication between two 

users without crossing the base station. 

The first application of this concept was relaying in 

cellular networks. However, there are other applications 

to this paradigm such as content distribution, gaming and 

M2M communication. 

The most important point to retain from this proposal 

is the classification of D2D communication according to 

the communication band used. Indeed, the authors 

distinguished two main families as illustrated in Fig. 8: 

inband D2D which consists of using cellular frequencies 

(licensed frequencies) and outband D2D using 

communication in free frequencies (ISM band). 

 
Fig. 8. D2D classification [35]. 

The authors distinguished two modes of inband 
communication. The first one, called underlay 
communication, consists in using the same frequency 
channels used in cellular part. The second mode, called 
overlay communication, is to dedicate special range of 
frequency channels to D2D communication. 

They also distinguished two modes for outbound 
communication. The first one, ''controlled'' 
communication, allows BS to have control on D2D part 
(establishment of routing path, exchange control data ...). 
The second mode, ''autonomous'' communication, allows 
mobile in ad hoc part to handle communications 
autonomously. 

Discussion: MCN networks are among the most 

common applications of D2D communication. The 

proposal presents the classification of D2D 

communication according to used frequencies. The major 

observation is that the most academic proposals lean 

towards the study of D2D communications in the licensed 

frequencies for reasons of reliability and efficient 

management of interferences. However, mobiles located 

in the dead spots of cell (indoor, cell border) are unable to 

communicate directly with the base station. A D2D 

communication in the licensed band in such cases is not 
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possible, this lead to the need to use free frequencies and 

a distributed architecture that allow a mobile outside BS 

coverage to find a way through its neighbors to achieve 

BS. 

D2D concept was discussed in [36]. 

10) ODMA [37] 

ODMA (opportunity driven multiple access) was 

among the first proposals to enhance coverage in TDD 

(time-division duplex) UMTS system. The main purpose 

of ODMA is to reduce the overall transmission power in 

a system, to be resilient to shadowing and to potentially 

increase the coverage compared with single-hop 

transmission. All Mobile relays share the same cellular 

frequency bands to relay data packets. 

Discussion: ODMA concept has a good capacity to 

enhance UMTS system. However, the proposal does not 

take into consideration some critical issues especially 

those related to rewarding of intermediate mobile relays. 

We can also invoke the difficulties to handle 

interferences in such system with all mobiles using the 

same frequency ranges. 

11) xLoMM [16] 

The paper is among the newest to propose suitable 

routing protocol for MCN architecture. Indeed, the 

authors tried to develop proposed solutions in [38] and 

propose the optimal value of x in xLoMM protocol.  

 
Fig. 9. MCN architecture with xLoMM routing [16] 

The paper proposed through a multitude of simulations 
the optimum value of x that achieves a good packet 
delivery ratio while limiting the signaling ad-hoc rate, 
which reduces therefore energy consumption. As example 
in Fig. 9, the source node (S) launches a multi-hop route 
search process to reach the destination node (BS) 
allowing a maximum of 2 relaying nodes (x=2) that are 
not in the destination path. Although MS1 is further away 
from BS than node S, it is allowed to retransmit the 
RREQ packet at the expense of decreasing the ‘x 
permissions’ field to 1.MS2 is then selected as a relaying 
node to retransmit the RREQ packet received from MS1 
without reducing the ‘x permissions’ field since it is 
closer to the BS than node MS1. From MS2, the RREQ 
packet is relayed through MS3, MS4 and MS5 nodes. 
However, the fact that only a maximum of 2 relaying 
nodes, that do not progress towards the destination node, 
are allowed in a multi-hop route search process by the 

xLoMM technique ensures that the multi-hop route 
search process will stop at node MS6. 

The authors demonstrated that an optimum value of x 
depends on the deployment of the radio cell (microcell or 
macro cell). The authors showed through simulations that 
each time the cell radius increases, the permissive value 
of x should also be increased to achieve the optimum in 
terms of PDR (packet delivery ratio) and power 
consumption. Another parameter affecting the definition 
of the optimum value of x is the location of the source 
node. Indeed, a mobile in line of site with the BS does not 
require permissive value of x (x = 0) for optimal routing, 
unlike a mobile located at the intersection of roads which 
requires a greater permissive value of x to ensure optimal 
PDR with less energy consumption. 

Discussion: The paper proposes a detailed study to 
optimize the permissive value of x in the xLoMM routing 
protocol. An optimum value of x will give the possibility 
to transfer data packets with a good delivery rate and with 
minimal energy consumption. However, the major 
drawback of the proposed architecture is the use of a 
single communication interface (802.11s) even with the 
BS. Such architecture could lead to enormous problems 
in macro cells especially regarding delivery time of data 
packets. 

12) CAR [9] 
The paper proposes a new approach for routing using 

D2D multi-hop concept. Authors propose a novel route 
discovery mechanism in which the route decision is the 
responsibility of BS for a given cell. The approach 
combine reactive and proactive route establishment in 
order to reduce the routing overhead. 

Discussion: The authors propose an interesting 
architecture with multi-hop D2D routing to establish the 
link between two nodes. However, this work needs more 
steps before it can be considered for commercialization. 
In fact, all algorithms proposed in this paper need first to 
be validated by simulations, then more attention should 
be addressed to core network part in which adaptation for 
charging are needed. Finally, it’s important to mention 
that the use case of this architecture will be limited since 
it supposes that all network nodes are under cell coverage. 

13) D2D experimentation [39] 
The article proposes an experimentation of the D2D 

concept through the use of 10 real mobiles in a laboratory 
(Fig. 10). The authors propose a distributed 
communication between mobiles using OLSR protocol to 
measure certain performances (Energy consumption, 
latency and the quality of the communication link). 

 
Fig. 10. Experimentation environment [39] 
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF MCN ARCHITECTURES 

Architecture 

name 
Description 

Routing 

frequency band 
in ad-hoc part 

Interfaces to 

reach BS 

Support charging 

& rewarding 
mechanism 

Relay 

Nature 

Routing 

strategy 
Comment 

MCN [26] 

Using relaying architecture 
to reduce the number of 

BSs in cellular network 
and enhance system 

capacity. 

ISM bands 

(802.11) 
single interface NO 

Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

Using only one interface 

with 802.11 to reach BS is 
not useful since it needs 

more hops 

iCAR [22] 
Using fixed relays to 

overcome congestion issue 
in cellular networks 

ISM bands Dual interfaces NO 
Fixed 

relays 
(ARS) 

Centralized 

routing 

Introduction of ARS in the 

network will introduce 
more cost for operators 

AGSM [27] 

Combine GSM and 

MANET to improve 
cellular coverage in dead 

spots 

GSM bands Dual interfaces NO 
Mobile 
relay 

Distributed 
routing 

*Proposal limited to voice 

services only. 
* No proposal of routing 

mechanism (only one hop 

communication) 

CRS [28] 
Charging and rewarding 

solution for MCN 
- - YES 

Mobile 

relay 
- 

No explanation about used 

communication interfaces 
and how the proposed 

solution can be 

implemented inside it. 

UCAN [29] 
Combine cellular and ad 
hoc network to increase the 

downlink throughput 

ISM bands 

(802.11) 
Dual interfaces YES 

Mobile 

relay 

Distributed 

routing 

Proxy load and autonomy 

are not taken into 

consideration in path 
selection metrics 

PBR [31] 
Take into consideration 

hops profit in MCN 
architecture 

- single interface YES 
Mobile 

relay 

Distributed 

routing 

Using only one interface 

with 802.11 to reach BS 

with limited number of 
hops should limit the BS 

range also. 

JANUS [32] 

Combine cellular and ad 

hoc network through a 

secure routing protocol 

ISM bands  

(802.11) 
Dual interfaces NO 

Mobile 

relay 

Distributed 

routing 

MS autonomy is not taken 

into consideration in path 

selection metrics 

MCN_AP [33] 

Proposes MCN 
architecture to increase 

QoS of data and voice 
services 

Licensed & 

unlicensed 
bands 

single for real 
time services 

Dual for data 
services 

NO 
Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

Using only one interface 
with licensed bands and 

relays increase the need of 
more cellular resources 

D2D [35] 

Direct communication 

between two mobiles that 

can occur on cellular 
spectrum or unlicensed 

spectrum. 

Licensed & 

unlicensed 
bands 

single and dual 

interface 
NO 

Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

The multi-hop 

communication is done in 

only one hop, which may 
limit the usage of D2D 

architecture 

ODMA [37] 

Relay transmission 
protocol that allows to 

maintain high data rate in 

the edges of TDD coverage 

UMTS TDD 

bands 

Single 

interface 
NO 

Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

Interference issues need to 

be studied since the 

protocol uses the same 
frequency band of cellular 

network (UMTS TDD) 

xLoMM [16] 

Proposes efficient multi 

metrics routing protocol for 
MCN architecture 

ISM bands 

(802.11) 

Single 

interface 
NO 

Mobile 

relay 

Distributed 

routing 

Using only 802.11 
interface to reach the BS 

may cause lot of delay for 

macro cells. 

CAR [9] Routing approach 
combining reactive and 

proactive route 

establishment. 

Licensed bands Single 
interface 

No Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

All mobiles should be 
under cell coverage. 

Method needs to be 

validated by simulations. 

D2D 

experiment-

ation 

[39] 

Proposes experimentation 

of multi-hop D2D using 

OLSR protocol. 

ISM bands  

(802.11) 

Single 

interface 

No Mobile 

relay 

Distributed 

routing 

Experimentation was 

limited to adhoc part of 

MCN architecture 
without including 4G/5G 

BS. 

 

Through a series of measurements, the authors show 

the improvement of some communication performances 

using the D2D concept. Indeed, it is shown that this 

communication can significantly improve the latency and 

quality of the network link compared to direct 

communication. 

Discussion: An interesting experimentation is 

proposed through this paper. This experimentation is the 
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first in the field of D2D communications. However, the 

work does not highlight a D2D communication in a real 

environment with the presence of a 4G or 5G base station. 

The work is therefore limited to the experimentation of 

the ad hoc part of the D2D networks. 

B. Comparison of Proposed Architectures 

We present in this section a comparison table of the 
discussed MCN architectures following the main 

classification factors presented in Section 2 and basing on 
the discussion and analysis developed in Section III A 
(see Table I). 

IV. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

As stated, MCN paradigm is a complete approach that 
takes into consideration not only routing issues to ensure 

the communication but also other important aspects [40]. 
Charging and rewarding are among of the most 
challenging issues in MCN. In fact, charging inside 
cellular networks is ensured via intelligent network 
platform. However, this mechanism looks complicated in 
MCN architecture since it should handle rewarding of 

mobile relays that contributes in routing communication. 
The issue was treated partially in some proposals in the 
literature [28], [29], [31]. 

Another challenging issue in MCN architecture is 
reducing the system power consumption. In fact, MCN 
communication may decrease energy consumption of 

source node [41] as it may use communication 
technology with less energy consumption (IEEE 802.11 
for example). However, power consumption of relay 
nodes should be taken into consideration by using 
suitable protocols in ad hoc part that decrease the number 
of control messages. This issue was partially addressed in 

[42]-[45]. 
One more challenging issue inside MCNs is the 

minimum delay channel assignment. In fact, for 

architectures that use cellular bands for relay 

communication, channel assignment approach may 

directly have an impact upon end to end communication 

delay. This issue was partially addressed in [46], [47], 

[43]. 

High user mobility is also an important challenging 

issue in MCN architecture. In fact, user mobility may 

increase link failure and handoff resulting in frequent 

route update and reassignment of channels which can 

considerably impact system energy. This issue was 

partially addressed in [48]. 

Security is also one of the challenging aspects to 

design a complete MCN architecture. Like ad hoc 

networks, security in MCNs is a serious issue that should 

be taken into consideration for a complete MCN proposal. 

However, unlike ad hoc networks MCNs have a 

centralized authority for registration process. This gives 

MCN better ability in preventing and detecting security 

attacks. The issue was partially addressed in [49]-[50]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

MCN may constitute one of the best solutions to 

enhance performance of cellular systems and improve the 

quality of telecommunication provided services in terms 

of throughput and coverage. In this survey, we introduced 

the MCN concept with the main classification factors of 

proposed state of the art architectures. As stated, the key 

classification factor of MCN proposal is the frequency 

band used in ad-hoc part. The importance of this factor 

comes from the huge economics that can be gained when 

ISM bands are used. However, these bands suffer from 

degraded QoS because of the difficulties to handle 

interferences. Such bands can be then used for best effort 

services that may tolerate packet loss. It is important to 

mention also that security in ad hoc part is one of the 

most challenging field in MCN architecture. Also, a 

performed routing protocol that considers energy 

consumption and rewarding of relays may have a good 

performance inside MCN architecture. 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 

AODV Ad hoc on demand distance vector 
ARS  Adhoc relay station 

BTS Base transceiver station  

CAR Centralized adaptive routing 
CPU Central processing unit 

D2D Device to device 
DSR Dynamic source routing 

FR Fixed relay 

GPS Global positioning system 
GSM Global system for mobile communications 

ICAR Integrated cellular and Ad hoc relay 
ISM industrial, scientific and medical 

LTE Long term evolution 

M2M Machine to machine 

MAC Media access control 

MANET Mobile Ad hoc network 
MCN Multihop cellular network 

MR Mobile relay 

ODMA Oportunity driven method access 
RTREQ Route request 

SCN Single-hop cellular network 
TDD Time division duplex 

WLAN Wireless local area network 
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